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Abstract

The vehicle routing problem (VRP) is one of the most important combinational optimization problems that has
nowadays received much attention because of its real application in industrial and service problems. The VRP
involves routing a fleet of vehicles, each of them visiting a set of nodes such that every node is visited by exactly
one vehicle only once. So, the objective is to minimize the total distance traveled by all the vehicles. This paper
presents a hybrid two-phase algorithm called sweep algorithm (SW) + ant colony system (ACS) for the classical VRP.
At the first stage, the VRP is solved by the SW, and at the second stage, the ACS and 3-opt local search are used for
improving the solutions. Extensive computational tests on standard instances from the literature confirm the
effectiveness of the presented approach.
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Background
One of the parameters that is always in mind in production
and services is the reduction of the product’s expense since
lower product costs yield increase in the company’s com-
petitive advantage in terms of production and services, so
the company’s profit is growth. Furthermore, minimizing
the transportation cost is one of the cost reduction meth-
ods in which the goods are transported from one place to
other places with minimum cost. Therefore, effectively re-
solving the vehicle routing problem (VRP) is incredibly im-
portant in a distribution network of a logistics system.
A lot of research has been carried out in the field of

logistics, from the traveling salesman problem to com-
plex dynamic routing problems. Among the prominent
problems in distribution and logistics, the vehicle rout-
ing problem and its extensions have been widely studied
for many years, mainly because of their applications in
real world logistics and transportation problems. The
VRP has been proven to be a non-deterministic polyno-
mial time problem (Bodin & Golden 1981). This means
that the time of the VRP solution grows exponentially
with increasing the distribution points.
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A large number of techniques in the literature deal
with the VRP and its variations such as VRP with pickup
and delivery, time windows VRP, stochastic VRP, multi-
depot VRP and others. Generally, the techniques used
for solving the VRP can be categorized into exact, heur-
istic and hybrid methods. Although exact algorithms are
appropriate for instances with small size, they are not
often suitable for real instances owing to the computa-
tional time required to obtain an optimal solution. There
have been many papers proposing exact algorithms for
solving the VRP. These algorithms are based on column
generation approach (Choi & Tcha 2007), implicit enu-
meration algorithm (Ruiz et al. 2004), branch-and-
bound method (Valle et al. 2011), etc.
The VRP is an NP-hard problem and difficult to solve

by exact methods within acceptable computing times
(Lee et al. 2003). In other words, when the problem size
of the VRP is increased, the exact methods cannot solve
it. So, heuristic methods are necessary to be used for solv-
ing instances with large size in a reasonable amount of
time. These algorithms can be divided into two main
groups including classical heuristics and meta-heuristics.
Since heuristic approaches are not so efficient for escap-
ing local optimum values, the obtained solutions by them
may have a large disparity compared to the best known
or sub-optimal solutions. Some of the well-known heuris-
tic algorithms are gravitational emulation search (Clarke
ee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the
reativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use,
provided the original work is properly cited.
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& Wright 1964), local search (Gillett & Miller 1974) and
Lin-Kernighan (Christofides et al. 1979).
A new kind of emerged algorithm basically tries to

combine basic heuristic methods in higher level frame-
works aimed at efficiently and effectively exploring a
search space in the last 30 years. These methods are
nowadays commonly called meta-heuristics. Since the
meta-heuristic approaches are very efficient for escaping
from local optimum, they are one of the best group
algorithms for solving combinatorial optimization prob-
lem. A great number of meta-heuristic algorithms have
been applied to the VRP, including genetic algorithm
(Baker & Ayechew 2003), large neighborhood search
(Hong 2012; Pisinger & Ropke 2010), tabu search (TS)
(Leung et al. 2011), simulated annealing (Osman 1993), me-
metic algorithm (Ngueveu et al. 2010), neural networks
(Su & Chen 1999) and particle swarm optimization
(Ai & Kachitvichyanukul 2009). On the other hand, a lim-
ited amount of research addressing the VRP has used the
ant colony optimization (ACO), with candidate lists and
ranking techniques to improve the ability of a single ACO
to solve the VRP (Bullnheimer et al. 1998; Bullnheimer
et al. 1999).
Recently, many researchers have found that the em-

ployment of hybridization in optimization problems
can improve the quality of problem solving in compari-
son with heuristic and meta-heuristic approaches. Since
hybrid algorithms such as genetic algorithms with a
local search (Prins 2009; Lima et al. 2004), genetic algo-
rithms with sweep algorithm (SW) and nearest addition
method (Wang & Lu 2009), ACO and greedy heuristics
(Zhang & Tang 2009), simulated annealing and TS
(Lin et al. 2009), neural networks and genetic algorithms
(Potvin et al. 1996a; Potvin et al. 1996b), genetic algo-
rithms and ACO (Reimann et al. 2001), etc. have greater
ability to find an optimal solution, they have been con-
sidered by researchers and scientists in recent years.
The ACO approach is one of the famous meta-heuristic

algorithms that simulates the ants’ food-hunting behavior
and is used for solving combinatorial optimization pro-
blems that do not have a known efficient algorithm. This
technique, one of the most powerful methods compared to
other meta-heuristic algorithms nowadays, was introduced
by Dorigo et al. in (Dorigo 1992) (Dorigo et al. 1991; Dorigo
1992). Because a limited amount of research addressing the
VRP has used the ACO combined with heuristic algo-
rithms, a hybrid meta-heuristic algorithm based on ant col-
ony system is proposed for the VRP in this paper. In this
algorithm, the VRP is solved by the SW firstly, and then the
ant colony system (ACS) and 3-opt local search are used
for improving the solutions.
In the following parts of this paper, in ‘VRP mathemat-

ical model’, we will explain the formulation of VRP.
Then, at the beginning of ‘Methods’, we specially explain
the SW and ACS, and then, the combination of ACS
and SW is extendedly explained in this section. In ‘Nu-
merical calculations’, the proposed algorithm will be
compared with some of the other algorithms on stand-
ard problems, which are included in the VRP library.
Finally in the last section, the conclusions are presented.
VRP mathematical model
The VRP is one of the applied problems in the real
world. This problem consists of a large number of custo-
mers in which everyone has a known demand level.
These customers must be supplied from node 0 called
the depot. Delivery routes which start and finish at the
depot are required for vehicles so that all customer
demands are satisfied and each customer is visited by just
one vehicle. Vehicle capacities are given and limited by Q.
So, the VRP can be explained mathematically as follows.
Let G (V, A) be a perfect undirected connected graph

with a vertex set V= {0, 1, . . ., n} and an edge set
A= {(i, j):i, j2V, i 6¼ j}. If the graph is not perfect, we can
replace the lack of any edge with an edge that has an in-
finite size. Vertex 0 represents the depot; each of the
other vertex i2V− {0} is a customer with a non-
negative demand qi, and a non-negative distance cij is
associated with each arc (i, j)2A and represents the
travel cost from node i to node j. The cost matrix is
symmetric, i.e., for all i, j2V, cij= cji. The use of the loop
arc (i, i) is not allowed and defining cii=+∞ for all i2V.
So, the solution for the VRP determines a set of delivery

routes that satisfies the requirements of distribution points
and obtains the minimum total cost for all vehicles. In prac-
tice, minimizing the total cost is equivalent to minimizing
the total distance traveled by m>1 vehicles.
An example of a single solution consisting of a set of

routes constructed for a classical VRP is presented in
Figure 1, where m= 4 and n= 12. So, the solution of this
example is 0-1-2-3-4-0; 0-5-6-7-0; 0-8-9-10-0; 0-11-12-0.
For presenting the integer linear programming model

for VRP, the variables below are introduced:
n= the number of nodes for each instance.
m= the number of vehicles used for each instance.

ij ¼ 1 if thevehicle travels directly from node itonode j
0 otherwise:

�

yik ¼ 1 if thenode i is visitedby thevehiclek
0 otherwise:

�

Hence, one of the integer programming formulations
for the VRP can be written as follows:
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Figure 1 Sample of solving the VRP.
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Xn
i¼0

xij ¼ 1 j ¼ 1; . . . ; nð Þ ð2Þ

Xn
i¼0

xi0 ¼ m ð3Þ

Xn
j¼0

xij ¼ 1 i ¼ 1; . . . ; nð Þ ð4Þ

Xn
j¼0

x0j ¼ m ð5Þ

Xn
i¼0

qiyik≤Q k ¼ 1; . . . ;mð Þ ð6Þ

X
i2S

X
j2N�S

xij≥1ðϕ 6¼ S⊂ 1; . . . ; nf g; Sj j≥2 ð7Þ

X
i2N�S

X
j2S

xij≥1ðϕ 6¼ S⊂ 1; . . . ; nf g; Sj j≥2 ð8Þ

xij 2 0; 1f g i ¼ 0; . . . ; n; j ¼ 0; . . . ; nð Þ ð9Þ

yik 2 0; 1f g i ¼ 0; . . . ; n; k ¼ 1; . . . ;mð Þ ð10Þ

The objective function (1) minimizes the total distance
traveled in a tour. Constraint sets (2) and (3) ensure that
the vehicle arrives once at each node and m times at the
depot. Constraint sets (4) and (5) ensure that the vehicle
leaves each node once and leaves the depot m times.
Constraint set (6) prevents vehicles from carrying loads
more than their capacity. Constraint sets (7) and (8)
avoid the presence of sub-tours for each vehicle. Finally,
Constraint sets (9) and (10) define binary conditions on
the variables.

Results and discussion
Numerical calculations
At the first stage in this section, sensitivity analyses of
parameters in the proposed algorithm (PA) are per-
formed, and at the second stage, the SW+ACS, which
was discussed in the previous section, is analyzed using
several benchmarking problems of Christofides et al.
(Christofides et al. 1979) and Taillard (Taillard 1993).
The proposed algorithm was coded using MATLAB lan-
guage executed on a computer with a 1.00-GB RAM
and an Intel, 2.80-GHz CPU.

Sensitivity analyses of parameters
In this section, the parameters in our algorithm are
tuned, in which there are four parameters including α, β,
ρ and q0. The ranges of the four parameters were set to
α2 {1, 2, 3}, β2 {2, 4, 6}, ρ2 {0.1, 0.2, 0.3} and q02 {0.9,
0.95, 0.99}. When tuning the parameters, the instance
E-n51-k5 was determined as the test problem. Then, the
algorithm with each parameter combination for this in-
stance was tested five times.
Based on the gained results, the algorithm with the

smaller weight parameter (α) of pheromone trails pos-
sesses higher performance. This may be attributed to the
fact that in the SW+ACS, the initial pheromone trails
are large values. If using the large control factor of the
pheromone trail, the effect of visibility value is weakened
and results in a premature convergence. In addition, the
qualities of the solutions of the algorithms with β= 2 are
better than those of 4 and 6.
From the test results, it can be found that by setting

the evaporation factor to 0.1, the proposed algorithm
can yield better solutions. This can be attributed to the
fact that if pheromone evaporation is too rapid, it more
easily results in the search to be trapped in local mini-
mum. In other words, the smaller evaporation factor can
ensure the sufficient diversity of search space and guide
following ants to explore better solutions.
Finally, the SW+ACS, in which q0 is set to 0.99, can

provide better solutions in comparison with other
values. Thus, the combinations of optimal parameters
are determined: {α= 1, β= 2, ρ= 0.1, q0 = 0.99}.

Benchmark instances
In the instances of Christofides et al. (Christofides et al.
1979), which can be downloaded from the DEIS -



Table 1 Comparing algorithms for standard VRP problems

Example PA ACO (Mazzeo & Loiseau 2004) SA+ 3-opt SA (Clark & Wright 1964) TS (Leung et al. 2011) BKS (Mazzeo & Loiseau 2004)

E-n51-k5 521 521 578.56 584.64 524.61 521

E-n76-k10 838 877 888.04 900.26 844 832

E-n101-k8 839.2 845 878.70 886.83 835 815

E-n101-k10 823.74 838 824.42 833.51 820 820

E-n121-k7 1050 1,189 1,049.43 1,071.07 1,042.11 1,042.11

M-n151-k12 1,030.46 1,105 1,128.24 1,133.43 1,052 1,028.42

M-n200-k17 1,325.62 1,606 1,336.84 1,395.74 1,378 1,291.45

ACO, ant colony optimization; BKS, best known solution; PA, proposed algorithm; SA, saving algorithm; SA + 3-opt, saving algorithm+3-opt; TS, tabu search.
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Operations Research Group Library of Instances (DEIS -
Operations Research Group 2012), the results obtained
from calculations by the proposed methods are com-
pared with other algorithms including saving algorithm
(SA), saving algorithm+ 3-opt (SA+ 3-Opt), TS search
and ACO. The first two of these algorithms are trad-
itional, and the next two are relatively new. These algo-
rithms were executed on standard instances containing
between 51 and 200 nodes of the VRP problem including
E-n51-k5, E-n76-k10, E-n101-k8, E-n101-k10, E-n121-k7,
M-n151-k12 and M-n200-k17. The number at the right of
each instance shows the number of vehicles, and the mid-
dle number indicates the number of related customers.
Table 1 summarizes the computational results of the pro-

posed, compared and other mentioned algorithms. More-
over, to show the method’s performance more clearly, we
present the best known solutions (BKSs) that have been
published in the related literature in this table.
Besides, Figure 2 shows a comparison between the gap

values of the heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms,
where the gap is defined as the percentage of deviation
from the best known solution in the literature. The gap
is equal to 100[c(s**)− c(s*)]/c(s*), where s** is the best so-
lution found by the algorithm for a given instance, and
s* is the overall best known solution for the same
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Figure 2 Computational results of the meta-heuristics.
instance on the web. A zero gap indicates that the best
known solution is found by the algorithm.
As can be seen from Table 1, the proposed algorithm

finds the optimal solution for one out of seven problems
that are published in the literature. The results indicate
that SW+ACS is a competitive approach compared to
the traditional and new meta-heuristics. For instances
E-n101-k8 and M-n200-k17, the gap is relatively as high
as 3%. However, in other instances, the proposed algorithm
finds nearly the best known solution, i.e., the gap is below
0.76%, and overall, the average difference is 1.1%. The per-
formance comparison of results shows that the SW+ACS
method clearly yields better solutions than the ACO, saving
algorithm and its modified version (SA+3-opt).
Moreover, computational results of the proposed algo-

rithm and TS show that these algorithms have a close
competition, and the proposed algorithm gives four bet-
ter solutions than the TS. In other words, the perform-
ance of the SW+ACS is better in reaching the sub-
optimal solution than the TS (Table 1).
From the statistical viewpoint in Table 2, there is no

statistical significant difference between the PA and
other meta-heuristic algorithms (p value = 0.9881). Fur-
thermore, it can be observed from both the medians plot
(Figure 3) and the means plot (Figure 4) that the PA is
1 -k10 E-n121 -k7 M-n151 -k12 M-n200 -k17

y Saving algorithm +3 -opt

h



Table 2 ANOVA table

Source SS DF MS F The p value

Columns 41,994.6 5 8,398.9 0.12 0.9881

Error 2,607,392.3 36 72,427.6

Total 2,649,386.9 41

Df, degrees of freedom; F, F ratio; MS, mean square; SS, sum of the squares.
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better than the ACO, SA+ 3-Opt and SA algorithms.
Also, by observing these figures, we can yield the ap-
proximate equality of the PA and TS methods.
In Table 3, the values obtained by the common ACO

and proposed algorithm are shown. The results indicate
that these two algorithms have very good ability for
small problems, have approximately similar behavior and
can converge to the best solutions. However, this ability
of ACO against the proposed algorithm decreases when
the number of nodes and feasible solutions increases.
Table 4 shows the results obtained for the second

problem instances including 12 instances proposed by
Taillard and presents the comparison between the best
results of our algorithm and the BKS. As shown in
Table 4, in three cases, the BKS can be found by our al-
gorithm. In other cases, the deviation between the BKS
reported and the solution found by the proposed algo-
rithm is very low. In addition, the proposed algorithm
finds closely the BKS for most of the instances, i.e., the
gap is below 1.10%.

Conclusions
In this paper, a hybrid algorithm combining ACS, SW
and 3-opt local search was proposed for solving the
VRP. The SW+ACS is more efficient than the ACO.
PA ACO SW+3-Opt
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Figure 3 Medians plot.
Especially for large-size problems, this algorithm yields
better solutions compared with previous algorithms. An-
other benefit of this algorithm is that when ACS is used,
the number of nodes and complexity of the problem are
decreased. As a result, the algorithm can solve these
small problems easily. So, it is not necessary for the al-
gorithm to be executed many times for finding the best
solutions since the SW and 3-opt local search do not
have great time requirements. It also seems that the
combination of the proposed algorithm and genetic or
simulated annealing algorithms will yield better results.
Using the proposed algorithm for other versions of the
VRP is suggested for future research.

Methods
Because the VRP is one of the most important combina-
torial optimization problems, a hybrid algorithm called
SW+ACS is proposed in this paper. In this section, the
SW is presented first then the ACS will be explained,
and finally, the hybrid algorithm will be analyzed in
more detail.

Sweep algorithm
Gillett and Miller (Gillett & Miller 1974) proposed a SW
in 1974 for Euclidean networks, which ranks and links
demand points by their polar coordinate angle (Figure 5).
The polar coordinate angle is calculated as follows:

An ið Þ ¼ arctan y ið Þ � y 0ð Þð Þ= x ið Þ � x 0ð Þð Þf g

It is noted that if y(i)− y(0) < 0 and y(i)− y(0) ≥ 0 then
−π <An(i) < 0 and 0≤An(i) ≤π, respectively. In this
SW TS BKS
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Figure 4 Means plot.
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algorithm, which is one of the famous and powerful
heuristic algorithms, at first, the polar coordinates of all
n customers are calculated, where the depot is node 0
and so An(1) = 0.
Then, sweeping (clockwise or counterclockwise) is

started from customer i, which has not been visited,
from the smallest angle to the largest angle until all cus-
tomers are included in a tour.

0 ¼ An 1ð Þ≤An 2ð Þ≤ . . .≤An nð Þ:

Ant colony system
ACS is one of the most powerful versions of ACO. This
meta-heuristic algorithm was introduced in 1996 by Dorigo
and Gambardella (Dorigo & Ganbardella 1997), which was
strongly inspired by the ant system (AS). So, this algorithm
achieves performance improvements because of the intro-
duction of new mechanisms based on ideas not included in
Table 3 Mean gap values of ACO and the SW+ACS

Example ACO PA

E-n51-k5 0 0

E-n76-k10 5.41 0.72

E-n101-k8 3.68 2.97

E-n101-k10 2.20 0.46

E-n121-k7 14.10 0.76

M-n151-k12 7.45 0.20

M-n200-k17 24.36 2.65

ACO, ant colonization optimization; PA, proposed algorithm.
the original AS. The ACS algorithm has two major changes
to the rules employed in the AS algorithm, namely:

(1)A novel transition rule that favors either exploitation or
exploration is introduced. Node j that is next to node i,
among the unvisited nodes Ji

k, is selected by ant k in the
route. According to the following transition rule, the
probability of each node being visited is

Pk
ij tð Þ ¼

1 iffq≤q0 and j ¼ j�

0 iffq≤q0 and j 6¼ j�

ταij tð Þηβij tð ÞX
r2J ki

ταir tð Þηβir tð Þ
otherwise

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð11Þ

Where
j* = the unvisited node j in Ji
k for which [τir(t)][ηir(t)]

β

is maximized.
τij(t) = the amount of pheromone that is on the edge
joining nodes i and j.
ηij(t) = the heuristic information for the ant visibility
measure defined here as the reciprocal of the
distance between node i and node j.
α, β= two control parameters that represent the
relative importance of the amount of pheromone on
the edge between node i and node j compared to the
ant visibility value respectively.
q = a random variable in [0, 1].
q0 = a given arbitrary parameter fixed before the
program is started such that when q is less than q0,
the ant employs exploitation to select node j* as the



Table 4 Computational results for the benchmark of
Taillard

Problem instance Size PA BKS Gap

Tai75a 75 1,618 1,618 0

Tai75b 75 1,344 1,344 0

Tai75c 75 1,295 1,291 0.31

Tai75d 75 1,380 1,365 1.10

Tai100a 100 2,050 2,041 0.44

Tai100b 100 1,940 1,939 0.052

Tai100c 100 1,411 1,406 0.36

Tai100d 100 1,585 1,581 0.25

Tai150a 150 3,055 3,055 0

Tai150b 150 2,732 2,656 2.86

Tai150c 150 2,364 2,341 0.98

Tai150d 150 2,660 2,645 0.57

Values in bold are the three cases where the best known solution can be
found by our algorithm. PA, proposed algorithm; BKS, best known solution.
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next node in its tour, whereas if q exceeds q0, the
ant uses probabilistic exploration to select the next
node in its tour.

(2)There are two ways for updating pheromone trail as
follows:

� Local updating: When an ant moves from node i to
node j, it updates the amount of pheromone on the
traversed edge using the following formula:

τij t þ 1ð Þ ¼ 1� ρð Þ:τij tð Þ
þ ρτ0 if i; jð Þ 2 Tk ð12Þ

where τ0, the initial amount of pheromone, is
calculated as τ0 = (nCi)

−1, n is the number of nodes,
Ci is the cost of the initial tour produced by a
construction heuristic such as the nearest neighbor
Figure 5 Coordinate angle.
heuristic, SW, etc., and ρ is a parameter called
evaporation rate in the range [0, 1] regulating the
reduction of pheromone on the edges. It should be
noted that local updating has an important effect,
such that whenever an ant traverses an edge (i, j), its
pheromone trail τij is reduced. So, the edge becomes
less desirable for the ants in future iterations. Local
updating not only encourages an increase in the
exploration of edges that have not been visited yet
but also helps avoid poor stagnation situations.

� Global updating: When all tours are generated by
ants, the edges that belong to the best tour are
updated using the following formula:

τij t þ 1ð Þ ¼ 1� ρð Þ:τij tð Þ
þ ρ 1=Cbð Þ if i; jð Þ 2 Tb ð13Þ

where Cb is the cost of the best tour Tb found yet. It
is important to note that the pheromones of the
edges belonging to the best tour are only updated in
the global updating. This encourages ants to search
in the vicinity of this best tour in future iterations.
Hybrid algorithm
From another viewpoint, there are also two heuristic
groups for solving combinatorial optimization problems:
construction algorithms that produce a feasible solution
themselves, and improvement algorithms that can im-
prove the solutions with having a feasible solution. Here,
a construction algorithm, namely SW, and two improve-
ment algorithms, namely ACS and 3-opt local search,
are used. In this algorithm, the ACS is applied for im-
proving every route of the vehicle; however, the nodes of
each vehicle should be unchanged. On the other hand,
the 3-opt local search is used for changing nodes and
improving each vehicle. In other words, if this algorithm
is separated into two parts, the first one to improve the
route of the vehicle without changing the vehicle’s nodes
and the second one to improve it only by changing the
vehicle’s nodes, then the ACS does operation 1 and the
3-opt local search does operation 2 (Figure 6).
In this method, first, the nodes that should be visited

by vehicles are ordered with respect to the depot by SW,
and then, they are set in an array. Second, all of the
Figure 6 SW (1), (2) and implementing ACS regarding the
vehicle’s constraints (3).



Figure 7 3-opt local search. (1) The unimproved solution, (2)
omitting three arcs, and (3) the improved solution.
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states in which the above-mentioned order is preserved
in spite of a change in their locations are obtained. For
example, if 1 2 3 is the order obtained for a feasible solu-
tion, then orders 2 3 1 and 3 1 2 are set in other arrays.
Then for each array, the vehicle starts to move from the
depot and visits the nodes in the arrays in the order
described until it is not possible to add a further node.
This means that if the load of a vehicle is more than its
capacity, it returns to the depot and repeats these steps
until there is no more node to be visited. When vehicle
Figure 8 Description of the proposed algorithm.
routes are obtained, the ACS is implemented for every
route until the best route is obtained.
Furthermore, the vast literature on meta-heuristics

tells us that a promising approach for obtaining high-
quality solutions is to couple a local search algorithm
with a mechanism to generate initial solutions. The
ACO’s definition includes the possibility of using local
search as daemon actions. Daemon actions are used to
implement centralized actions that cannot be performed
by a single ant. An example of daemon actions is the ac-
tivation of a local optimization procedure. In implemen-
tation, 3-opt local search procedure is used to obtain
more improvement in the algorithm’s performance.
This algorithm, which is shown in Figure 7, is based

on omitting three arcs of the tour that are not adjacent
and connecting them again by another method. It can be
noted that there are several routes for connecting nodes
and producing the tour again, but a state that satisfies
the problem’s constraints is acceptable. So, this unique
tour will be accepted only if, first, the above constraints
are not violated specially regarding each vehicle’s capacity,
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and second, the new tour produces a better value for the
problem than the previous solution. Besides, omitting
three arcs and reconnecting them are repeated until no
improving 3-opt is found.
When all of these n arrays are gained, the best one is

selected as the best solution, and the algorithm will be
finished. So, it must be noted that although the hybrid
algorithm is composed of two heuristic and one meta-
heuristic method, the strengths of this algorithm in com-
parison with other algorithms such as ACO or TS are,
first, the less time taken to obtain the solution and, sec-
ond, the algorithm not needing many iterations to gain a
better solution. In other words, when the ACS is acti-
vated, the number of nodes is decreased, and the algo-
rithm can reach a good solution during the execution. In
addition, because of the lack of division in other meta-
heuristic algorithms, the quality of solutions obtained
are usually less stable compared to those of this algo-
rithm in various executions. A pseudo-code of the pro-
posed algorithm for the VRP is presented in the
Figure 8, while in the current section, the procedures of
the algorithm are explained in detail.
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